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Registration advising confusion continues
BY LENORA LAKE
Oracle Staff Writer

Although summer advising has
begun in some departments,
many colleges do not know which
summer courses will be deleted
because of the recent cuts in
summer funding.
Up to 15 per cent of USF's prescheduled summer classes were
canceled last week by the State
University System because of
over-budgeting by USF administrators earlier this year.
ADVISING HAS begun for the
College of Education, the College
of Fine Arts and the Mass
Communications Department.
Charles Gordon, education advisor, said his office was "advising in accordance with what's
in the schedule."
Gordon said his office did not
know which courses were being
canceled but said, "It doesn't
seem we are making that many
cuts." He said most of the cuts to
be made would probably be one
section out of several for the
same course.
GORDON SAID if there is a

"wholesale change," the College
would get a list out to students,
but if not, "we won't because a
few cuts would be like a closed
section when the student goes
through registration."
The Mass Communications
Department has prepared a list
of changes but reported they
have not received the lists from
other departments that they need
to advise students of required
mass communications electives.
A College of Social and
Behavioral Sciences secretary
said, "We will publish a lisr as
soon as we know," but didn't
know whether the list would be
posted, printed and distributed
by the College, or printed in the
Oracle.
She said if a student called and
asked about a specific class, "we
could tell them."
PHYLLIS BROWN, business
undergraduate
administration
advisor, said she was preparing a
list of cancelations and would
post it on Friday outside the
office on the second floor of BUS.
She said she did not know which

classes were being cut and would
have to wait until the departments sent her their lists.
In the College of Engineering, a
list of cancelations will be posted
outside ENG 107, said Assistant
Dean Rudolph Henning.
HE ALSO said if a student
called the departments they
could find out which classes were
canceled.
Catherine Sanders, LanguageLiterature coordinator of advising, said, "This office hasn't
been notified which classes have
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Mitra H~randizadeh, 10, demonstrated an
Iranian folk dance at the Entertainment Night
show Saturday that climaxed International Week.
Mitra is the daughter of Amin Harandizadeh, a
USF pre-medical student.
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Manual for security
okayed by Council
Oracle Staff Writer

Little folk's dance

and that his office would notify
the students who have' rC'Sl'n·ed
places in those classes.
He said he was not expC'cting
more cuts.
Walter Williams. Natural Science advisor. said his office did
not know about the cuts but hC'
should find out today at a meeting
and would make the information
available to students.
"However, if a student wanted
to know now, they could call the
departments and they could tell
them." Williams said.
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been cut, but we would be glad to
coordinate a
handout of
Language-Literature
cancelationsJ for sutudents if the
registrar's office does not do it."
Dennis Goodwin, director of
Records and Registration, said
he had not been notified of the
changes but would be willing to
produce an additional handout
listing all changes if there were a
sufficient number.
C.W. HOUK, Fine Arts advisor,
said only two classes had been
canceled, ART 570 and ART 471,

While a USF ad-hoc committee
discussed changes for a proposed
state security manual yesterday,
the manual was approved over
USF Pres. Cecil Mackey's
dissent at the Council of
President's
meeting
in
Tallahassee.
"This won't be the last of it,"
Committee Member Dr. Hans
Juergenson said. adding he would
voice his pro!est to the Council of
Presidents if necessa1 y.
THE USF group has been
reviewing the manual for 12 days
and requested Pres. Mackey ask
the Council postpone its decision
until they had more time to
submit their revisions.
However, Chancellor Robert
Mautz said the Council voted in
spite
of
Mackey's
objection "because it (the manual)
11ad been m the process long
enough."
University presidents have had
draft copies since "around
January," and have been free to
assign committees to review the
manual, according to Palmer
Wee, State Security Coordinator.
"THE MANUAL may have
been in the making too long, but

there is no reason USF could not
have had its recommendations in
witll the other schools." said
Committee Student Chairman
Valerie Wickstrom. adding , he
felt USF should have assigned a
committee early enough to
submit student and community
input to the manual.
Wickstrom, Bill Davis, Fred
Peterson and Roger Storr did not
attend today's meeting. They
resigned from the committee last
week after presenting a list of
grievances which accused USF
administartors of trying to
bypass community input on the
manual.
The students had told Paula
Cunningham, the only student
member who did not resign. they
would serve on the committee if
Mackey would forward all USF
recommendations to the Chancellor and if he received the
requested one-month delay.

lives," but the offr ers cited a
need to be able to shoot when
appreher1t.ling a fleP1n~ I Pion
USF Vice Pree for Financf
rnd Accounting Albert Hartley
said he was "not convinced that
the incidents and types of felonies
on campus necessitate that we
gi\'f· l'P authoritv to U<:" wPapnn·
on felons fleeing the sc1·m·.,.
The committee is scheduled to
meet again on May 21 and
Jurgenson commented, "If it
does meet, we'll protest."

AT TODAY'S meeting of the
USF committee, University
Police (UP) officers expressed
their anxiety over exclusion of a
"fleeing felon" provision from
the manual.
The manual only gr:.i.nts them
the power to shoot "to protect

Now up to Senate, Askew

Florida House votes 18-year-olds full rights
TALLAHASSEE (UPil---The
House voted Monday to make 18,
instead of 21, the legal age of
adulthood in Florida.
The bill, battled off and on for a
month, gives 18 to 20-year-olds
the rights among others, to drink,
gamble, sign cori! ~acts, serve on
juries, and sue and be sued.
A SIMILAR measure has
passed the Senate, but in slightly
different form, so the House bill
has to go back for another vote
before going to Gov. Reubin
Askew who, according to sponsors, has not decided whether to
let it become law.
Rep. James Redman, D-Plant
City. who had argued for an
amendment withholding drinking
and gambling rights until age 21,
told the lfouse the bill would
cause
school
classroom
disruptions by drinking teen agers.
"There'll
he
18-year-old
students who go off and drink
beer during lunch and come back
to school and cause disruptions,"
he warned.

REDMAN, a Baptist Sunday
school teacher, also challenged
the argument of "old enough to
fight. old enough !o drink."
"You can't equate serving in
the armed forces with drinking
and garrbling:• Redman said.
"I'm too old to fight, so, am I too
old to vote?"
"I have a great amount of
confidence and respect for young
people," he added, "but I want to
put up a stop sign saying to them,
there are certain
things
dangerous to them, dangerous to
the people of Florida, to people
all over the country," h1~ said.
HEDMAN has three ch ildren,
all under 18.
Rep.
Don
Tucker,
DTallahassee, the sponsor of the
bill, does not drink and he
acknowledged that he is opposed
lo drinking.
But h1~ said the legislation was
aimed at ins1iring "('quality and
independence" for all voting
citizens.
The legislature gave lB-ye;1rolds the right lo vole a year aJ.!o.

DRINKING or not drinking
should be a matter of individual
choice, not law, he said.
"I don't find any redeeming
social value in drinking or
gambling. I'd be delighted if
none if you wanted to drink or if
nobody in the state did," he
said.
"I'd like it if the race tracks
closed for lack of attendance, and
I'd like to see the liquor stores
close because they couldn't get
people to buy anything," he said.
GOV. ASKEW also is a
tectotler.
The House rejected 83·25 an
amendment by i{ep. Richard
Langley, R-Clermont, to postpone the effective date of the bill
to .July I , 19ll:i.
"This is <1 matter of selfint erest," Langley said. "I have
a 14-month-old baby and I'd like
him protected under present law
until he's 21. After that, I have no
objection to this bill."
HEMINDIN<; his colleagues
that Floridians voted 2.;i tn one
against the bill when it was put on

the ballot in 1970 Rep. Gene
Tubbs. Merritt Island, said young
I-Iodgew, D-Cedar Key. predicted
people were inature, responsible
individuals who would not abuse
it would lead to "mass highway
slaughter" of i11.:."!J2rienced
the newly-gained rights.
drivers who drink.
"The issue is not whether 18-20
But Republican Reps. Jim
year olds can drink or gamble,"
Robinson, St. Petersburg, Curt
said Tubbs. "On this issue alone
Kiser,
Clearwater,
and
Eugene
you
vote --libertv."
·:·:·!·'······· ..... ·.·.v.-.""·""•'-'"•"•"'~;.;•:•:•:·c·~:···:-.'~:-~: ····:·. "•>'"·"•'·' "·'' • '.V.,,....,, ·. •. • "·'•'"·'"·'' • •.•. •. ,._. '··'' "'""''"·".'V' · :>.'~. ":··, '~ , ••.,. ·.·• ·.t!.,, '"·''·"'"·'' '"·'''•" '"" -' · :-;: '''' ' '""
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Kleindienst denies wiretaps
<UPI>
WASHINGTON
Outgoing Attorney Genral
Richard G. Kleindienst denied
" without qualification" Monday
a Time magazine story that he
knew abut wiretaps on telephones
of White House aides or reporters
that the magzine said were
authorized magazine Attorney
General John Mitchell prior to
1971 .

Kleindienst said, " withoug
qualification of any kind I
categorically state that no such
telephone conversation lvok
place between me and Mr.
Hoover . . "

Still no release
GUADALAJARA, MEXICO
<UPI) - Police officials and the

U.S . Consulate Monday denied a
report by a self-styled "police
spokesman" that kidnaped U.S.
Consul General Terrence G .
Leonhardy had been released by
guerrillas who seized him
Friday.
A man who identified himself
as Francisco Ramirez of the
Guadalajara Police told 150
newsmen waiting in front of
Leonhardy's home and said the
consul had been freed on a highway outside the city.

Military money
<UPI)
WASHINGTON
Defense Secretary Elliot L .
told Congress
Richardson
Monday that U.S. forcE:s around

;,or Id:~~~

Public financing of politics

TALLAHASSEE WPl l---A Georgia prisons official told a Florida Senate committee Monday that
the probation and parole commission staff of
caseworkers should be merged into the state
prisons system .
Dr. Richard Longfellow, a deputy commissioner
of Offender Rehabilitaton from Atla:-ita -;. 'd the
parole and probation system would be part of an
over~an "treatment" program because some inmates need speci...tl counseling when they are
released.

TALLAHASSEE (UPl)---The President of
"Common Cause" said Monday future scandals like
the Watergate incident can be avoided by partial
public financing of political campaigns.
Jack Conway of Washington D.C. , head of the
citizen's lobby , said Common Cause supports the
concept of a bill by Sen. Philip Hart, D-Mich., which
would provide some tax financing of campaigns for
the U.S. Senate and House. He said the bill, which

15 prisoners charged

Compiled by UPI
TALLAHASSEE --- Threefourths of the Floridians who own
stocks and bonds would get a
· complete exemption from the
intangibles tax under a bill that
cleared a House committee
Monday.
The bill, approved 18-2, would
exempt the. first 45,000 of stocks
and bonds from the present tax of
$1 per $1,000 of stock holdings.
Rep. Robert Hector, D-Miami,
said 77. per cent of Florida's investors have no more than $45,000
in ·stocks and bonds.

Payandmore
A bill giving county tax
assessors an average $2,500
arinual pay raise plus a novel
"incentive" increase to become
"certified" in their profession
passed the House Finance
Committee Monday.
The bill sets up a sli~ing scale
· base salary, ranging from $12,000
to $32,000 a year, based on the
population of the county. Then it
provides an additional $3,000 per .
year to assessors who pass

requiremi:-nts, to be established
by the Department of Revenue,
for a Certified Florida Assessor.

Energy partners
The House Monday passed a
Constitutional amendment that
sponsors said would solve the
energy crisis by allowing cities to
join with private firms in buying
and operating power plants.
The amendment, proposed by
Rep. Carl Ogden, D-Jacksonville,
would remove the restriction
against mingling public funds
with private companies - but
only for the specific purpose of
producing electrical power.

pollution

The pollution index in
Tampa yesterday was :1-1 -moderate.

Air Pollution Index S<·ale
light
0-19
modt>rlllt'
20-:i9
lwav~·
-l-0-59
,·· pr~ ht"a' ~60-79
1•xtr1·mt•h ht>ll\ ~
80-99
acult·
100-plus
Sour<'"' H ill'l10ro11 g h Count~·
Prot .. ction ;
E11,·iro11mt>ntal
Agt>n•· ~·

JACKSON'S BICYCLE STORE

Prison, parole consolidation

Major tax break passes

PINE RIDGE, S.D. !UPI> -Two key leaders of the occup ;1fion
a t Wounded Knee gave themselves up Monday and a government negotiator said the
militants still in the historic
hamlet will begin laying down
their arms early Tuesday.
Carter Camp and Leonard
Crow Dog, two leaders of
Am e rican Indian Movement
members and sympa1.111zers whu
have held the village by armed
force for 70 days, en1erged and
were hurried off to Rapid City,
S.D., to face criminal charg_es.

BELFAST <UPI) -- Explosions
tore through a newspaper office
and badly damaged a candy
company warehouse in Northern
Ireland late Monda:- night. Both
buildings were umK,·1, 1,i cd a11d
there werP no casualties , poli1:e
spokesmm :;aiu .
Police and troops in Northern
Ireland a few hours earlier
reported they had smashed an
Irish Republican Army (JRAl
provisional wing unit and seized
its weapons before it could go into
action .

STARKE <UPll---State Attorney Eugene Whitworth filed 38 charges Monday against 15 inmates of
the Bradford County State Prison in connection with
last Monday 's riot in the prison garment factory.
One of the inmates charged \\-1 ,i1 assault to
murder was Nathaniel Pressley, who is serving a
life sentence on a conviction for a Dade County
murder.

The .Legislature

NEW YORK CITY <UPI) -- The
Prizes for journalism , letters and music were
announced here Monday , with
one going to the Washington Post
for its inv estigation of the
W.atergate affa ir .
The gold medal award cited
two Post reporters , Car' Bernstein, 29, and Robert Woodware,
30, for the dominant role they
played in rnvestigating the
The two
\Va tergate scandal.
were virtually unknown when
they were assigned to follow up
the Watergate break-in, but they
developed a routine burglary into
a story that has shaken the
national government.

Newspaper bombed

Prestige, power
news
florid a briefs
fight in Cabinet
would create a federal elections commission as a
watchdog over use of the federal contributions. can
be broadened to include Presidential candidates .

Indians surrender

1973 Pulitzer

the globe would be degraded to" a
dangerously low level· • unless
Congress ads to prevent money
shortages caus·ed by the war in
Indochina .
Richardson told the Senate
Appropriations Committee that
denial of the Pentagon's request
for $500 million in transfer
authority would " fall with near
crippling effect" on U.S. forces
deployed in Europe, the
Mediterranean and at home . He
said it would also cause a freeze
on promotion .

TA:..LAHASSEE <UPD ---AttorPey General
Robert Shevin accused fellow cabinet officer, Doyle
Conner, Monday of "intensive lobbying" to expand
his powers in the area of consumer protection.
Shevin---who badly wants the designation as the
top consumer protector, made oblique reference to
the fact that Conner invited a group ·of legislators to
his capitol office for lunch recently.
Two of them were members of the House
Governmental Operations Committee which voted
to substitute the Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Affairs for the Attorney General as
enforcer of a proposed new Deceptive Practices
Act.

Pulitzers awarded

114 Buffalo Ave . Phone 232-066 1
1-75 South to Buffalo exit • V2 block west of Flo . Ave.

Quality and Reasonable Prices
are our standard
Discounts to USF Students and Staff Continued.

PHONE 986-1400

AGUILAR
CYCLE SALES
WE SPECIALIZE IN CHOPPERS
ALSO USED HARLEYS & PARTS
AND OTHER MOTORCYCLES
A UTHORI ZED HODA KA DEALER

weather

Continued partly cloudy
through Wednesday with a
20 per cent chance of
showers Tuesday night.

AI.SO 5 and IO SPEED BICYCLES
1 MILE WEST OF 301
ON FOWLER AVENUE

TAMPA, FLORIDA

The most remarkable film
I have seen this year.
-Arthur Schlesinger Jr.

Drug rehab
The House Monday passed a
bill that would allow students
charged with drug offenses to
stay in school if they agree to
complete a state-licensed drugrehabilitation course.
Rep . George Baumgartner, DMiami, sponsor of the bill, said it
gives school boards some
alternative to the present law,
which requires expulsion of
students charged with drug
violations .

The oracle is the official student-edited newspaper of the University of South
Florida and is publ ished four times weekly, Tuesday through Friday, during the
academic year period September through mid-June; twice during the academic year
period mid-June through August, by the University of South Florida, 4202 Fowler
Ave ., Tampa , Fla. 33620.
Opinions expressed in The Oracle are those of the editors or of the writer and not
those of the University of South Florida . Address correspondence to The Oracle, LAN
472, Tampa, Fla. , 33620
Second class postage paid at Tampa, Fla. The Oracle reserves the right to
regulate the typographical tone of all advertisements and revise or turn away copy it
considers objectionable.
Programs, activities and facilities of the University of· South Florida are
available to all on a non-discriminatory basis, without regard to race, color, religion,
sex, age or national origin . The University I• an affirmative action. Equal Opportunity Employer .

Cinema 5 presents

Teh~ b~~!I!~ and The Pity
Wednesday May 9
7:30 p.m. only

Thursday May 10
Lan 103 $1.00

Film Art Series
Florida Center forthe Arts
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Watergate:
Non-stop
episodes

UPI Reports
KEY BISCAYNE <UPI) - The White House
denied yesterday that President Nixon was
aware before last March of the extent of the
Watergate scandal or of efforts to cover it up .
Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren
made the statement in response to published
reports that former presidential Counsel John
W. Dean III was prepared to testify that the
President knew of high level efforts to cover
up the bugging of the Democratic National
Headquarters.
"Any suggestion that the President was
aware of the Watergate operation is untrue,"
Warren said. "Any suggestion that the
President participated in any coverup activity or activities is untrue. Any suggestion
that the President ever authorized the
.offering of clemency to anyone in this case is
also false."

***

LOS ANGELES - A federal judge ordered
turned over to · the defense at the Pentagon
Papers trial yesterday grand jury testimony

by Watergate conspirator E . Howard Hunt
which referred to "forgery of State Department cables ."
U.S. District Court Judge Matt Byrne had
previously made public Hunt's .testimony
about his part in the burglary of . Daniel
Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office but this was
the first mention of the State Department in
connection with the case.

***

LOS ANGELES -- Watergate conspirator E .
Howard Hunt has admitted that he fabricated
two ::.tale l>epartment cables and leaked
them to a reporter in an effort to lay blame on
President Kennedy for the 1963 assissination
of South Vietnamese Premier Ngo Dinh
Diem.

***

LOS ANGELES -- President Nixon personally instructed the head of a White House
special unit probing the leak by Daniel
Ells berg of the Pentagon Papen, to "move
ahead with the greatest urgency ," it was
reported Monday at Ellsberg's trial.

3

WASHINGTON ·-- Sen. John L. l\kCll'llan .
D-Ark., Monday summoned four officiab and
former officials of the Centrial lntt>lligl'lll'l'
Agency to testily about reports the CIA aickd
in the burglary of the psychiatric files of
Pentagon Papers defendant Daniel Ellsbt>rg.

***

ST. LOUIS--Donald Segretti. the California
lawyer who has been linked with the
Watergate scandal and other PresirlPntial
campaign espionage attempts, used an East
St. Louis, Ill., telephone answcrn1e, ::.crrn.: e as
a link in a nationwide spy operation . the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch said today .

*

*

*

ATLANTA -- Lt. Gov. Lester Maddox, a
frequent writer to the White House, wir_ed
President Nixon Monday to offer his services
as chief investigator in the Watergate case.
Maddox , a potenti~l candidate for governor
in 1974, said "The Watergate affair ... is a
situation calling for a complete and impartial
investigation. "

Amplified music request denied
BY CHRISTY BARBEE
Oracle Staff Writer
An SG request for amplified
rock and roll music to be
presented at this weekend 's
SEAC Carnival has been turned
down by Joe Howell . vice
president for Student Affairs.
The USF Student Handbook
states amplified electric ;nusic
is · prohibited except when
"predominantly of the ac-

coustical type or . . . merely incidental to the purpose of the
event. "
SG PRES,. Bill Davis last week
submitted the request for permission to present "Raindriver,"
a rock and roll band, using
electric instruments.
Davis stated in the request the
band would be incidental to the
purpose of the carnival itself.. He

Library protests
Nixon's cutbacks
BY ANNE LAUGHLIN

Oracle Staff Writer
Bring your flashlights to the
library at noon today, because
.lights will be shut off, in support
of a nationwide movement by
libraries, to protest Pres .
Richard Nixon's cutback in
library funds, according to
Mary Lou Harkness, director of
the Library .
to in"We don't want
convenience the students, "
Harkness said. "So we 'll just
blink the lights temporarily , but
we are cooperating with the
libraries who will be protesting
the federal cutbacks. "
" We aren't going to dim our
lights because we are still getting

).

federal money from the City of
Hillsborough
and
Tampa
Count:" " Lee l\1eirose, director of
Tampa Public Library, said.
" The USF library receives
most of its funds from the state,"
Harkness said.
"TheUSF!ibrary receives most
of its funds from the state, "
Harkness said . "However we did
want to show support to all of the
public libraries that will be hit
hardest. "
Last year the USF library
received $80,000 in federal funds
but will 11ot get any money thi~
year.
··we don ' t have an y e xpectations for next year either ,"
Ha rkness said.

cited a passage for the SEAC
carnival brochure : " After all,
what is a carnival without gciod
music for entertainment."
In his reply Howell said the
band would not be incidental to
the purpose of the Carniv.al and
approving it would be unfair
since he has turned down similar
requests form SEAC.
.. HOWELL SAID he based his
decision .partly on discussions
with SEAC personnPl, Jennie
'Loudermilk, director , and Rick
Alter, assistant director. He said
the SEA1 ' representatives had
indicated the rock band "would
not really be in tune with the
themP of the Carnival."
Loudermilk said she didn't
remember saying this but that
she had told Howell she felt it
would be unfair to those who have
tried to get electric music ·outdoors, to start making exceptions
now .
SEAC Pres. Warren Harris
said SG had been granted one
hour of stage time for the Carnival.
.. "I WAS AWARE of what , he
<Davis) was doing and gave him
my permis!!ion, " Harris said .

Davis said Howell's denial
"Clearly indicates the intent od
the policy. "
"Thoses loopholes <the accoustical music and "incidental
to the purpose" provisions.)
are artificial and the regulatiua is
clearly a ban against electric
music," e said.
Davis said he believes the
decision to deny the request was
really made by Pres. Cecil
Mackey and that Mackey

l\~A Y

" doesn't want any crowd
situations on campus."
HOWELL. in giving his reasons
for turning down the requests ,
said ''there is a possibility of
altracting high schoolers and
outsiders which is not incidental
to the purpose of the Carnival."
Howell said he was acting in
accordance with the "spirit of the
policy."
.i. Ju11 ~ ..... ..t it would be in the
ir .... ,· .,st of most students," he
said .

SPECIAL --- STUDENT DISCOUNT

ON ANY FIAT OR SAAB IN STOCK!!
GOING TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER? PLAN
NOW TO PURCHASE -EUROPE'S BIGGEST
SELLING CAR - FIAT OR SAAB-~- AND
SA VE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS. ALL
ARRANGEMENTS HANDLED BY GARY
MERRILL IMPORTS.

GARY MERRILL IMPORTS
5804 N. Dale Mabry

Ph. 884-8464

WOUNDED l(NEE

----------

<::::::"__

<----~

Nurse Ann Hirshman will speak on the
conditions at Wounded Knee as she found
them while attending Indian casualties

TUESMAYB
in

LAN 103

9:00 P.M.

SEAC

FREE
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Course info could ease crush
We hope Student Government <SG)
can overcome the resistence of the Administration in their effort to make
course information available to
students prior to registration.
Our administration's rejection of this
proposal seems unfounded and
detrimemal Lu students in the long run.
TODAY. as course loads increase far
faster than professors to teach them, it
would be of utmost urgency to provide
information that might eliminate the
excess weight of students casting
about. Informed students can pare the
number of courses or the particular
sections which they might not really
want or need.
Advising aids this process but any
student on campus, as well as any
profess< · .can testify that students often
take courses which they later regret or.
do not need .
The SG proposal was designed to l~t a
student know what he was getting
himself into, before the course started.
This would reduce the nurn ber of
students dropping courses , returning
text books and taking c0urses that
don't stress what the student may need .
HEN JOHNSON. SG secretan· of
Acadamic Affairs, has said SC wil!
continue with the program, but 0n ~
voluntarv basis. He is hoping for 25 per
cent response from the faculty.
The Oracle would like to think more
than 25 per cent of our faculty care
about the students. It appears Vice
Pres. for Academic Affairs Carl Riggs
could care less about sludents.
Hi~ remark that the propo;:;al was

(Editorials & Commentary)
"not quite as important as a lot. of
people make it out to be,': is a defensively narr,..w·miµded view of the
University 's academic mind. Every
stul!'"'1t "!1oulcl care about this proposal ,
and urge its implementation .
MOST MAJOR, "progressive"
universities have some sort of information service where students may,
if they wish, find out what a course is all
about. But Dr. Riggs says it would be

too much paperwork; we say Dr. Riggs
just doesn't want to make waves.
Students need a means of finding out
what other students have to say about a
course.
Would Dr. Riggs hire a
professor without seeing his references? No. but he expects students to
take a course cold, with no warning,
and not complain about the results.
Dr. Riggs has argued that the
proposal would tie the faculty down to

:;:~

d!ssl'l!•in:ttP llPWS

to the students.

st'lff :rn~ fa<'ulty of the

l'niversit~·

If the initial program is successful, as
we feel it will be if given faculty support, maybe then the administration
will jump on the bandwagon and support it. That way, if it works they can
steal the credit and if it doesn't work
because of their lack of support, they
can say "we told you so."

r·-----------·
Pavilion: boon I
1

II

or boondoggle? I

I
I
I
I
I
I

This poll is being taken in cooper~tion
with the Student Government op1mon
survey on the proposed construction of
a pavilion at the USF Riverfront Park.
A model of the pavilion is on display in
the UC from 9 am to 4 pm today through
Thursday.
I. Have you ever bee? to the USF
Riverfront? Yes. No. (Circle)
2. If yes, when do you usually go?

I
I

3. On which days? Mon , Tue, Wed, I
Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun. (circle)
4. What do you like most ab~ut the
Riverfront?

I

I
I
I

II
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

5. What do you like least about thel
Riverfront?

I
I
I 6. Do you feel the addition of an open I
I air pavilion on the Riverfront will be I
beneficial? (Circle) Yes. No.
I
I 7. Do you feel the Riverfront should bel
I open to the public at large? Yes. No.
I <Circle)
1
I Completed forms should be returned:
I to the SG office in the UC.

fd2~~§~
::::

rigid guidelines; we feel it would have
exactly the opposite effect. Students
will be abl<~ lo choose the type
classroom environment they want and
the teaching method they feel most
comfortable in, giving faculty more
freedom and a "tailor-made student."

:::::

:~::
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-------------·

Police manual should be clear, precise
F,ditor:
I should like to state tti,..t T <lo not
consider myself to be in confli.·t with
Chief Prehle anrt his staff. I h:qipen to
feel very strongly that the "'orce and
the University Community can operalt:
on friendly terms.
·
However·, thP manual originally
intended as handbooks for the officers,
has now becr-rne public property and as
such, it r: 1u:;t bt' so revised that the lay
understand
every
.people (':in
paragraph }herein contained.
This
·means that each speC!fic regulation,
which could be niisinterpr~ted. be
spelled out, if necessary, in footnotes.
If there were no problem. the manual
would not have come under fire from all
the universities in the sysl<'m. I did not
even know that a problf>n- existed until
I was asked to serve on the rommittee.
Having studied the manual.
discovered 19 questionable sections.
Fellow committee members found still
more.
Chief Prehle and his staff are as
entitled to good working conditions as
are students, faculty and University
personnel.
A problem of our era. is that the
media of communicatfon havP become
both too bulky and too vague.
For the sake of peace ei.id t:uoperation
let us clear up all ambiguities and give
the security people the kind of manual

the campus parking and badge number

( lttttrs)
that will insure safety in all its
denotations
and
con no ta lions
demanded by an open society.
Hans Juergensen
Prof. of Humanities

Thank .you
Eqitor.
Just thought I'd send you and your
staff a little thank . you note . I was
sitting here reading the 12 Apr. Oracle
(since we live in the Chicago, Ill. area it
takes a while for the paper to get to us l
and the letter to the editor "Oracle
better. but. .. ". and thought you guys
might need a little shot in the arm.
As a graduated student and a
member of the Alumni Association, I
enjoy immensely reading the various
articles and news items concerning the
many facets of campus life. From such
articles as Picasso's sculpture; what's
new with the theatre dept.: what the
planetarium is offering this quarter:
intramural and intercollegiate sports;
and most especially your letters to the
editor. I find these quite often, very
amusing. Especially those concerning

91 <I think that's the number!)

AT ANY rate, it kings oack a lot of
nost<>l.gia from a campus I have always
considered my second home. It brings
back times for me of many long hours
at the Library; burning the candle at
both ·en.ds: lunches from the often
empty sandwich ma<'hines; student
rallies, dances and plays; ai1d having 10
minutes between classes to hike from
Andros to Life .Sciences .
All of wlJich.. I am sure, is not unfamiliar tn thP students on campus
todav. I am also sure that not one of us
(the· alumni) would trade one moment
of it au for anything else in the world.
So whether or not you've heen
criticized for being good, bad or indifferent, for me I'd like to say thanks
for bringing a little bit of home, home.
Antonia Schweitzer Veigel
AST '67

Nepotism: a slap
Editor:
l iust loH' the strict'lc~s with which
the "Nepotism" rule is being enforced
•m th1'." canipus. I am cefer1·ing to the
Ms. Jennifer Chavez case.
Either
1.:ounselor Hobinson is ,.er,· smart or a
,·ery dumb lawyer. Nepotism does
apply to this case. It seems rather
obvious that Mr. John Boyd . her direct

supervisor, will not be completely
objective with Ms f'havez, when she is
the daughter of his boss.
FA VORITl~M has always been the
rule on this campus, but it is rather
disgusting anu disgraceful, when used
so blatantly open. It is a slap on the
face to the Civil Service policies.
Please withhold my name, since I
work here, and lack such friends or
relatives higher up that could protect
me .

A few answers?
Editor:
Reply: To Wounded Knee
Bury my heart anywhere .
Reply: To Meat
I'm hungry.
Reply: To Vietnam
Good-bye for now.
Reply.: To Belfast
Is there a mad bomber in the house.
Reply: To the White House
Reply: To President Nixon
See White House.
Reply: To Pollution Control Board
Gasp! Keep up "the good work.
Gasp!
Reply: To P. Picasso
I'm sorry. really.
Lyle Waterman Jr.
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Speech, audiology cl1"nic
facilities said inadequate

DOONESBURY

Oracle Staff Writer
Facilities for the USF Speech
Pathology and Audiology Clinic
are totally inadequate
for
therapy tra . ning, observation
and community services, Dr.
Stewart Kinde, clinic director
and department head, said
recently.
Kinde said the clinic, housed in
an apartment complex on
Fletcher Avenue, is not soundproof and the cramped space
limits therapy service and
learning situations.

"The only means of
observation we have here
is a hole cut in the door.
The student peeks in and
tries to see what the
therapist ls doing; usually
all that is visible is the
back of his head. This is
not fair to the student or
the client."
--Dr. Stewart Kinde

"WE NOW HAVE nine aparlments," Kinde said.
"This
sounds like a lot but much of the
space is not usable, for example
the bathrooms.
Theses nine
apartments contain offices for
eight staffers, and the clinic .
''We also ha.ve 375 declared
majors who must complete 275
clock hours of observed therapy
here at some time during their
three years in the progra'm,"
Speech Pathology Prof. Anthony
Zenner said.
He sairl many times therapy
•.nust be h2lted or discontinued
because of stereo music
penetrating the walls or footsteps
filtering through the ceiling.

ZENNER SAID poor facilities
often cause therapy sessions to be
abrubt.y ended .
"Demonstration therapy is
vital to students," he said . "The
last time I did it; using a one way
mirror. a student ccPghed,
making the child aware that he
was being watched. He hacl to
end the session. I haven't had a
class tle:monstrutlv;. :.;i.nce then."
Zenner said the only possible
solution is to have only one
student at a time in the ruom with
the client and hi. 1self.
·

" HEARING TESTS must be
administered in complete silence
and even the one soundproof
room we have installed does not
provide com 9!"1 <' sound con tr:>! ,"
Audiology Prof. Connie Kvffel
said:
Zenner said in demonstration
therapy , sludents learn by observing clinicians work with
patients. The professors then
ohsP.rye thP "f t; rlents in ~hrr c> p"
"Tne need' for · observation is
nol just ot r preference as
teachers," Zenner said . "Florida
state law requires that student
therapists be observed for one of
every three hours of therapy. A
student cannot get a license
unless .this has been done .

"IT IS UPSETTING for anyone
to know .he is being watched, but
for people and children with
problems : the situation is
ruined ."
He said the space and staff
shortage problem also limits
potentia ! service.
"The number of people we can
see
~ ;· pends
on
three
things," Zenner said. "Physical
fa:c.l1 iti, ·s, the number of student
clinicians working and · t.he
number of staff there to supervise."

ZENNEH SAID some students
cannot continue in the program
bera11:-:,... thrrP are not enough
staff supervisors.
·
··r:acn teacher must supervise
student::- ctlong with teaching full
Jr.:1(!<: . ··!irii'.'n!
work ;ind
research," he said. " We put in,
the av1···<1g ... l>e•ween f>O and 70
hours a week ."

"THE ONLY means of ob-

servation we have here is a hole
cut in the door . The student
peeks in and. tries to see what the
therapist is doing; usually all
that is visible is the back of his
head . This is not fair to the
student or the client," he said.
He said the client often sees the
face and becomes self-conscious
or upset, thus (. i·srupting the
session.
Zenner said the students and
staff have done what they could
to make the apartments usable
for the time being.

Zenner said the clinic treats
about 175 people a week of all
ages and many problems.
"WE'\"E IIAU !a range from l
babit!S tested at 16 weeks to 75year-old a; •t.asiacs.
The age
ran·~e is the whole lifetime ," he
saitl
Zenner said common disorders
treated
are
articulation
problems . foreign
dialect,
languagP disorders,
brain
damage. cerebral palsy, motor
proble111 s and retarded children
and a dults .
He said some people have been
coming for four years and other s
only fiv e minutes.

"WE HAVE scavenged lumber
and built closet-sized partitions
fnr ~hnripy .
The students
painted the walls and brought in
toys and materials for the
chilrfren . ThPy even purchased
carpeting for an upstairs apartment to muffle the footsteps and
music filtering through, " he sa id.
Zenner said t esting and
research equipment has to he
assembled and dismantl ed as
many as three times a da y
because there is no room for it
when therapy is bein g conducted .
"It's a hell of a job we 're doing

----·-
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"CHILDREN'S lives can be
changed significantly with the
ability to communicate," he said.
"This ability gets rid of hostility
and behavior problems.
"There are an awful lot of
pleased parents and satisfied
adults in the Bay Area, because
we have been here," Shepherd
said. "But th~ patients are not all
children."
He said a 22-year-old man once
came in with the voice of a child.
Even problems such as these can
be corrected, he said.
Shepherd said ideally the clinic
could operate full-time, . with
qualified
therapists
and
audiologists to run it. Students
could come in as their schedule
allowed.
"This is a growing, wellpopulated community and the
potential is vast," Shepherd said.
"We have a good show here, with
a young faculty <average age of
33) fired up to go. With proper
facilities .it could be great."

"MY SllOHTEST case was a
di sc jockev who had troubl e wifl1

...

.......-~........._,.. .

i

by Garry Trudeau

an"s" sound. He ·showed me how
here, training therapists and
providing community services," . he made the sound, and I told hirri
to make it at the tip of his mouth
Kinde said. ·'This is the largest
and not the bottom. He was gone
clinical program on campus, but
we don't have facilities. A clinic
in five minutes," Zenner said.
But cases like this are rare.
for ali departments offering
Audiology Prof.
David
services could be constructed for
Shepherd
estimated
the
the benefit of many people, but
audiology clinic with a faculty of
adrr. inistrativc priorities don't
two serves about 80 people a
appear to be in that area."
quarter .

BY CELESTE CHAPOWSKI
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Cunningham troupe engulfs
young, old at free concert
More than 600 people -- young and old - gathered
Monday around the downtown Tampa Post Office
to enjoy choreographer James Cunningham and
the Acme Dance Company, along with USF dance
students, perform innovative movements to the
music of the Beatles, Carole King, Elvis Presley
and Tchaichosky.
The troupe wlll perform in another free outdoor
concert tonight at 10 between the Theatre and Fine
Arts Buildings.
Their two major performances, which wlll
highlight their two-week residency at USF, will .be
held Friday and Saturday at 8: 30 p.m. in the gym.
· Tickets are available at the Theatre box office.

WANTS YOU!!!!!!!!!!!
Summertime positions will be available . commencing June 1.

. \,..

'·

' es
Lit Ho;u r tests preferenc

Both productions will be held
free at 2 p.m. in LAN 103,

Chamber Theatre Production ,
Schneider s a i d .
The .s tory is of a man's search
within himself to be tr 11e to
Spinoza and to life, according to
Dean C. Taylor, graduate
assistant in Oral Interpretations.
Spinoza was a Jewish
philosopher who reduced the
order of the universe to modes,
making the human mind a part of
the infinite intellect of God.

THE AUDIENCE will have to
use their imaginations more "to
see" the off-stage action. of the
Reader's Theatre .Production
than in the on-stage action of the

THE RESULTS are tragicomic when Dr . Nahum
Fischelson, an aging Jewish
scholar and serious follower of
Spinoza, falls in love. Taylor said .

"The Spinoza of Market
Street/' a short story by Isaac
Bashevis , ~inger, will be
presented as a Chamber Theatre
Production, Wednesday, and as a
Reader's Th.e atre production,
May ir, to gage dilferences in
audience reaction . according to
Dr. R. J . Schneide;-, director and
adaptor of the presentation.

Picnic, po.etry at Ch.i nsegut
Approximately 30 USF faculty
members and students enjoyed
_ poetry .and picnicing Sunday at
· <::hinsegut Hill, the site of a preC;ivi ! War mansion owned by the
University .
The informal poetry session,
sponsored by the English Forum,
featured readings by faculty
members John Dietz, Hans
Juergensen, Willie Reader, Tom
Ross, and poet Ilse Juergensen
· and student Terry Tafoya,
· editor of the South Florida .

CAMPUS
BICYCLE
SALES
and

REPAIRS

Review.
Juergensen is the author of
several poetry anthologies including his seventh. "Hebraic
Modes."
and his wif" Mrs .
Juerngenson recently published
her first poetry coll,•dion. "The
Second Time."
Followi;1 :
th <'
inf~:-mal
readings on the porch uf the
mansion . Chinsl'gut v ..• 11ws
picnicked. explorl.'d the tree
house or hiked the nature trails
on the 115-acre property .

C·YCI~ERY
5224 FOWLER

988-9316
112 ~Iii t'

Ea> I

· From l · ~w
1·11tram·1•

Included in the cast ar.c Dino
Bayley as Fischelson ; .Jerry
Cogg as Isaac; Del,hic :\1 :• :·esca
as Hannah ; 1\1 Pinan as Spinoza;
Mary Saxe as Ma:·thn . rrenda
Tipps as Black Dobhe: ard Jim
Flemings as Baker .
Vilia
Johnson is assistant-director.

l!WHEREISITATI!

Here are a few of the areas which might interest
you:
Waitresses
Busboys
Custodians-Housekeeping
Night Utility

.If you are interested, please apply in person at
the personnel office, CAROLANDO MOTOR
INN, at the intersection of I-4 and State Road 192,
15 mikes southwest of Orlando, or submit your
resume' to:
Director of Personnel
CARO LANDO MOTOR INN
P.O. Box 1768
Kissimmee, Florida 32741

An Equal Opportunity Empl<>yer.

DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND~ RECEIVE UP TO $40 A MONTH
BRING STUDENT ID OR THIS AD
AND RECEIVE A BONUS WITH YOUR FIRST
DONATION

HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, Fla 33602
appointment available to fit your class schedule
call 253-2844
Monday through Friday

7AMto2PM
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Led Zeppe lin: crowd behav ed, conce rt great
HY VIVIAN MULEY
Entertainment Editor
Contrary to many television
newscasts and
newspaper
reports, Saturday's Led Zeppelin
concert, reportedly the largest
single rock concert ever in the
United States <breaking the
Beatles 1966 record at New
York's Shea ~Lad1uml, was
"well-behaved" and ran "pretty
smooth," according to police and
stadium offieials.
An estimated 60,000 Zeppelin
fans crammed inside and around
Tampa Stadium to experience a
most magnificent rock concert -complete with white doves.
FANS BEGA:'\ lining up at the
stadium as early as 7 a .m.
Saturdav but by 11 : 30 p.m .
nothing was left but an empty
stadium and OJ!e huge traffic
jam.

Sgt. J. S. Delallana of the
Tampa Police Department felt
the overall atmosphere of the day
was fine .
"Considering whenever you get
that number of people, you're
going to have a certain amount of
infraction of the law, but I think
there were several incidences
that would have happened at any
large gathering," he said.
"There are always bad apples in
the crowd, but the majority,
including the police, handled
themselves
pretty
well."
MANY FANS who didn't have
tickets were not harassed to
leave the grounds. Many sat on
their cars, rode bicycles around
the parking lots and chatted with
policemen as they listened to the
concert from the outside. Inside,
the stadium was a massive rug of
human bodies, mangled together

been in line for so long were
pushing at the gates to get in
when they were finally opened.
He was worried that someone
could get hurt. -"There's always
enough room for everyone," he
said.
He also hoped people would not
throw firecrackers and roman
candles.

(analysis)
in one huge mass of energy.
Bob Pierce, stadium instructor
of operations, felt everyone
handled
themselves
magnificently. He said there was
no damage to the football field,
contrary to local television and
newspaper reports.
"By tomorrow you could play
football on it," he said Monday.
"Some kids attempted to pick up
the field after the concert. I was
really touched."

"IT'S AN inconsiderate thing to
do," he said. "Someone couid
really get hurt." cPierce said
many people were treated for
minor burns.)
Pierce said that starting with
the next stadium concert music
fans will be treated like adults at
a football game, therefore they
should not bring any containers
or bottles "because they will be
taken away and destroyed."

PIERCE DID point out three
miner problems he hoped would
be solved in the future.
He said many fans, who had

Sound technicians from the
band and from Educational
Resources began setting up
around 3 p.m., but problems with
one of the amplifiers caused
about a half hour ilelav. while
concert-goers
impatientlv
uapped and stomp~u for Lhe
show to begin '.
Af<'TER THE concert, a
spokesman for the
group
criticized the inadequacy of the
equipment, claiming it was the
equipment, and not their own
technicians' mixing operations
which caused microphone
problems and the instruments lo
sometimes overpower the vocals
!lowcver,
Dr.
Gerhard
Eichhloz, director of Ji:ducational
RE>sourses. hlnrnf"rl fhf' ,..rmrp for
not indicating they would need
additiu11al equipment . 111 advance .

(music)
"We could have rented extra
equipment, but they didn't tell us
in advance and they insisted on
doing everything, so it was their
problem and their fault," he said.
TlllS ISN'T to say the concert,
especially the second set, was a
complete bummer.
At the end, they had some intense instrumentals which got the
audience dancing and clapping
and asking for more, but there
was only one encore.
Mike Heron and Robin
Williamson, the original Incredible String Band
which
~.wrted out playing in Scottish
pubs . did lhe bulk of the vocals,
hut the group's playing more
than strings these days .
TO BE
sure. there were
guitars, a mandolin, fiddles and
banjo, mostly electrified, but
there were also all kinds of drums

TU highlitts
TODAY
8 p.m .,Ch. 44 -- Baseball -Adani.a Braves vs. New York
Mets.

WEl>NESl>AY

!la.m .. Ch. ll-- Movie-- Part one
of "Desiree" with Jean Simmons
and Marlon Brando as Napoleon .
ll p.m .. Ch. 44 -- Baseball --

8:30 p.m ., Ch. 3 -- Advocates -birth control for teenagers is
discussed.

i\tl:inta Braves vs. New York
Ml'ts.

9:30 p.m., Ch . 3 - Black .Journal
-- "Are blacks being exploited by
the film industry?"

i\lll'rnati\'P ·-"Moral <>uidt>lim•s
children: Should Tlwy lk
Taught .. : 1lonH' or in Schoot ·: ..

10 p.m., Ch . 8 -- America -- a

look at America today.
11 :30 p.m., Ch . 10 --Crimewatch
--Truman Capote on "Insight on
Police."

11 :30 p.m . Ch . 13 -- Movie--

Jack Lemmon and Virna Lisa in
"How to Murder Your Wife.''

Bluegrass show
hours extended
"This is Bluegrass," a radio
show dedicated to the history and
direction of bluegrass music, has
been extended to two hours.
The show will he aired
Saturdays from 2 to 4 p.m., in stead of noon to 2 p.m ., on WUSF FM .

ll ::IO p.m., Ch. Iii -- Humanisl
f1•r

TllllHSl>A Y

!l a n .. Ch. ll ·- Movie ·- con clusion of Desirt•e."
!l p.m .. Ch . 10 -- Kung f<'u ··-This
episode nets .John Carradine with
two of his son's Hobert and lhc
star of the show . David, as Caine
tries to leach and old man "lo
Sl'c" with his other senses.

Robert'Plant and Jimmy Page
are in themselves a phenomenon.
And while everyone was
leaving in awed ecstacy, Zeppelin
was thrilled that they had topped
the Beatles and their concert tour
was just beginning, according to
Pierce.

DOS~
La Mancha Dos was designed as an
alternative for students with no taste for
-dormitory rooms but without the budget to
afford high rates of most conventional
apartments either

MAl.l'OLM LeMaistre told
funny :;lorics ab,•11' interesting
i\meri(·an cities h<• has visited,
dane('d .. : •• 1:11d ;!,
·g :· :11:1 l\lic11:
Jagger an11 comk;•lly acte<i out
in costume a song ;1l::o11t :1 rather
odd and unpri1.ciL . !d · rocodile.

*

LOW COST

*WALK TO USF

*

Mt.er that, Williamson did
"Cold Days of February," a slow,
nwlodic piece reminiscent of
some of their earlier material,
<'xcept for the electric organ
played by Heron. which did not
<·xaetly
compliment
the
~heoherd's
flute Williamson
piayl•d in between his vo•·al
parls.

PIUVACY

* ltOOMINESS

per month. That should be less
than even a dormitory.

$67 .00-$911.IHI

We are located I block from USF. You
don't need a car to get to classes if you
live at I.a Mancha Dos.
BecJroom-study to yourself. Sleep when
you want, study when you want, decorate
and use as you want.
Fully equipped all-electric kitchen,
separate dining room spac_ious living
room two full bathrooms, patios
overlooking beautiful
courtyards.
Thick shag carpet wall- to-wall, classy Barcelona-style furniture, luxury accomodations
. throughout.

CAR SALES
971-0990

Special 72 Mustang
l.inw <in•<•n, V-K. $2750
Badio. -lh•al. A.('.

*

HECHEATION

*

BEAllTY

l'owt•r Sh•t•ring,
.\1110. Trans .. Tinh'd
(;lass

72 Gran Torino
$2600

Planned parties at least once a month, grills
for barbecuing in each courtyard, all
residents young and single.
By next fall there will be two 2-story
1·ecreationbuildings , :1 pools, sauna,
bi 11 i a rd s, exercise rooms. tennis,
basketball, volleyball. pingpong, color
T.V. lounges.
meditation room .
Trees,
flowers, shrubbery
beauty outside. A place where the
outdoors can be l'njoyed.

l{t':-;t•n atio11:-; now llt'illl! a1·1·1·ptt'd for llt'\.I fall
anti for tlii:-; :-;11111111t•r. lfrtl111·1·d ralt>:-; for :-;i~11i11µ;

\ ' -X. Badio, lll'al,
.\ .(' .. l'owl'r Slt•<•ring,
.\ulo . Trans .. Tinlt•d
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1•arh. Sp1•1·i fi1· apt:-;. n•:-;1•n cd

1:-;I

011

I :-;t <'otllt'-

:-;1·n t' 11<1:-;i:-;.

LA MANCH A DOS APTS

Bank Financing

Open8:30-9pm l-5Sun.

1 Block from USF on 42nd St.
Phone: 971-0100

TOYOTA PUTS IT ALL TOGETHER
Quality

"DAZED AND Confused "
"Stairway to Heaven" and"The
Ocean" were their best numbers,
if they can be classified as such.

LAIW AKC BA

plus kazoo, washboard, organ,
clarinet and flutes .
Williamson's fiddle and Gerard
Doll's clarinet mixed into some
interesting harmony in one of the
hPavy instrumentals at the end,
unhampered
by the sound
problems which mostly affected
the vocal numbers .
Most of the numbers were rock
styli',
inclu<ling
"Cousin
Caterpillar," their first number
a11tl a song they · :rot1.: a w111le
hack and used to pl:1~· a lot differently .

11650 N. Nebraska Ave.
(at Fowler)

thrilfing show.
They have
definitely matured musically
since their last Tampa concert in
1970.

AN ALTERNATIVE

Faulty sound system spoils
Incred ible String Band show
BY TOM PALMER
Oracle Staff Writer
Incredible String Band was
quite entertaining Sunday night
in the Gym, but the sound system
made the concert something less
than great.

As for Zeppelin, what can be
said about them? They outdid
themselves . They put on a most

Economy

Roominess

Fun
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Bes t Brah man nine plea se Wrig ht
BY DAVE MOORMANN
Oracle Sports Editor
Prior to the start of USF's
winningest baseball season,
Coach Beefy Wright says he "told
the guys 25-14 would be a good
season ."
When the Brahmans jumped
out to a 20-8 record, Wright was
optimistic of even better things.
But a late season tailspin left the
club at 23-16.
"I DIDN'T anticipate that,"
the Brahman boss said of the
season-ending slump. "We didn't
play well with the in-state teams
and you've got to split with these
people.
"We had a good year, but you
can always look back at the ones
you lost and say you should've
won them . But it all evens out."
liefore the year started, things
didn't shape up for USF•as it lost
Phil Hammersley to a knee injury and Stan Shoaf to arm
trouble.

WRIGHT SAID Hammersley
would definitely have been one of
Florida's best pitchers and Shoaf
had the nation's leading junior
college ERA last year.
"Those things happen," Wright
said of the injuries. "We had
them out before the season but
U1ings just didn't pan out. "
USF's coach is hopeful that
Shoaf can make a comeback next
season but he is not optimistic
about Hammersly who is undergoing knee surgery this
summer.

"We didn't play well with the in-state teams and you've got to split with these
people. We had a good year, but you can always look back at the ones you lost
and say you should've won them."
--Coach Beefy Wright

Wolfe's 2.86 ERA, lived up to
Wright's expectations .
H.ETUH.NING will be Baum,
Paul Waidzunas and Ste ve
Steinberg and Wright expects a
lot from Waidzunas, who was 1-1
in his first year at college.
Except for Mike Campbell , who
batted .439, 11th in the nation, and
Don Ellison at .393, the Brahmans weren't too strong at the
plate.
"The rest of them didn't do as
well as I would have liked,"
explained Wright . "We didn't get
the RBI production out of them
that I would have liked. But .274
<team average) isn't bad when
the pitchers are in there ."

DURING THE year, the Brahmans encountered a rash of injuries, including a shinbone
fracture to Don Ellison, Steve
Gilmore's broken wrist and
Glenn Alvarez' broken thumb.
"I wouldn't use these things as
an excuse," said Wright, "but I
think the injuries bothered us
psychologically ."
USF's mound corps, led by
Mark Baum 's 4-1 record and Jack

BILL BEHKES led USF in the
power d€partment with six
homers and 25 RBI's . Ellison tied
Berkes for the RBI lead and hit
one home run. Mike Cambell had
two homers.
Nim.: athletes played out their
eligibility this season and only
three starters from the year's
final game will be returning .
" You don't Jose fellas like that
without it hurting you," said
Wright. "We're losing so many
people that we 've got to count on
the people we recruit for next
season .
"The people returning just
aren't enough to pick up the team
and carry it."

~e

~~ you
0

buy

Check
Oracle
classifieds

USF offers two summe r
program s for youngst ers

. USF will .attempt to make
summer more pleasant for
youngsters , hetween the ages of
12 and 16, with a canoeing minicourse and gymnastics program.
The six-weeks gymnastics
course .costing $3,5, begins June
11, and is designed to introduce
the beginner to the skills and
techniques of gymnastics, and
increase the performance level of
more advanced students.
. The canoeing course, costing
$25, begins its three-week sessi!'m .
·.July 3 in USI<" s natatorium .
.Excursions on the Hillsborough
and Alafia Rivers , Lake
·Thonotosassa and other area
waterways will follow.

Physical education instructor
Sam Prather said the course's
aim is to develop skills and
understanding necessary to enjoy ·
canoeing.
Registration forms may be
obtained from the Division of
Physical Education <ext. 2125),
or the Center for Continuing
Education <ext. 2403) , cosponsors of the programs.
~

intramurals
Men's Softball
Tau Epsilon Phi 15, FIJI 6
Pi Kappa Alpha 13, Tau Kappa Epsilon 2
7-Up 14, I Eta Thi 11
Phi Delta Theta 14, Kappa Alpha Ps i 9

USF NITES
Proud Lion Pub
TUES.

Wed.

MAYS

MAY9

Thurs.
MAY10
Suit-Your-Siz e

FREE PITCHER OF BUDWEISER
·when you order our GIANT 18"
CHEESE PIZZA at $2.95
3 days only ·

Does this sound familiar? You've picked out a super looking
bikini. The top couldn't fit better. But the bottoms ... they're
too tight! Now Y.OU can Suit-Your-Size at Junior Bazaar, and
buy that bikini piece by piece! Try on a top: sizes A to D. The
match it with the bottoms sizes S,M,L. We've got a great
selection for you in orange and yellow acrylic knit prints and
solids. No-bra look or slightly padded. Tops $7.50 Bottoms
$7.50

Hot Deli Sandwiches

CHARGE IT

Wine Shoppe
Features - Game Room

Next to A&P BUSCH PLAZA!

1

on Scars Revolving Charge

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaran/el'd
or Your Mon ey Hack

ISears I

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

Available at all full line
stores in:

Tampa St. Petersburg
Sarasota Clearwater
Lakeland Winter Haven
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Comin' through

Sean O'Brien (right) moves in on his opponent in one of
WFLA-TV's five matches in the Florida West Coast
Soccer League Invitational tourney, Sunday.
The
Brahmans took first place in the tourney,
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INTRO: Come one, come all, your invited to an
afternoon of baffling booths, melodious
music, rip-roaring rides and fun food; all
are part of this spectacular Carnival!

WFLA-TV <USF soccer team)
won all of its games Sunday to
take first place in the Florida
West Coast Soccer League Invitational Tournament.

In its last of the season, the
USF Rugby Club was defeated,
11-6, Saturday, hy the University
of Florida, according to team
captain, Eric Stamets.
The gam<' hrought the Brahmans' record for this quarter to 32 and ended rugby acliou until the
start of next year's season in
October.
Stamets added there will be an
organizational meeting today for
anyone wishing to participate in
the upcoming season.
The meeting will be on the first
floor of the PED building.
Stamets said a room number has
not been set.

All five teams participating. in
the tourney fell to the Brahman
team in 20 minute matches.
TllE HRAllMANS totaled 15
goals against their opponents,
allowing only four to pass into
their net.
WFLA-TV played 3-0 matches
against
Tarpon
Springs
Panhellenic and the Orlando
Clippers and also blanked Winter
Park Reds Soccer Club in a 2-0
game.
Also falling to fhe Brahmans
W('rf' 1 1-\('r!P;ir•.•:afl'r "()l"f'Pr rl11b,
:l-1. and second place winner,
Univerfity of Flnrida Soccer
Cl11iJ. -i-.,.
TllE WINTEH. Park elub was
awarded the Most Sporting Team
trophy and took the lhird spot.
According lo WFLA-TV Coach
Dan Holcomb. the Brahmans
"Looked pretty good" at the
tourney and he added the team is
in a "lot bC'tter shape now."

Turn Mother's Day into Mother's Week
by sending your mom a Sweet Surprise
t.'·.~.J~.,,.. early. Only your FTD Florist has it.
-:l{'~JI'.'
Sweet Surprise # 1 is a
-..fi.·'.:·,,ji
radiant arrangement of spring
'I\<! , p
flowers in a keepsake
~:S::'.f
.;, .
container-a hand-painted
':;J-.
· ;1
ceramic basket from Italy.
<~'M
Sweet Surprise ::!:2 is the
~ ·.' "'
, 1.:'.>.:
same lovely basket fi I led
4J
. ~· ·~a.
with green plants and an
='f. f":;f·,. :.·: 1*\;'i"i \,
accent of frosh flowers.
~.:
· '· 'd< · r,•t,\
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Sweet Sui prise
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Find out how easy it is to send flowers the f'.TD w:1v.
Drop in for your FREE Selection Guide. Wht•11)Vt'r you
see the famous FTD symbol, you'll be wclcomn.
(Or write FTD, 900 West Lafayette. Detroit, Michiqan
48226.) Most FTD Florists accept major cr"dil cards.

"P.s an independent businessman, each FTD Member Florist sets his
own prices. ({:J 1973 Florists' Tran!Jworld Delivery Assoc1at1on
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2:00 p.m.

Rides Open

2:005:00 p.m.

Live Music

8:0010:30 p.111.

LiJ1e Music

11:00 p.m .

Rides Close

Saturday

I 0:00 a. Ill.

Rides and Booths Open

I I :00 a.111. I: 00 /J.111.

lil'c Music

I: 00 1u11 .

Children.5 Games

]:(}{)/I.Ill .

Softball Game #1
Student GoFernment vs
A c/111i11istratio11

3: 30 fl Ill .

Soft ha/ { Game #]
Omc/c I'S Ca1111ms Polin'

5 (}(} -

.., iii!

h

;1.111.

ii(} 11111

Lil'e .1!11sic

P!u1· uff1 - 11·i1111crs of Softha/{

gu111cs #! & #]

-: (}(}/Ill/.

Rides and Huor/z.1 Cto.1e

INTRAMURAL (football) FIELD
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'Action' program s one
way to get into the action
Second in a series

BY WILMA LENNON
Oracle Staff Writer

One way for graduating
students to get into the "Action"
may be to get involved in
volunteer programs such as Vista
or the Peace Corps. These two
volunteer programs come under
a federal agency called Action.
Action has been described as
like
words
big
"turning
brotherhood , service and love
into small miracles - "' new
school , a freshwater well . a
vaccination against sr.1:il!r ix . a
playground, an adult who can
read and write. or a child who has
enough to eat. ' '
THE ONLY legal requirement
to become a Vista volunteer is to
be 18 years o!c ·: a college degree
is not necessa1·y. Vista 's 4300
volunteers include college
students , retired businessmen ,
welfare
former
teachers ;
and
architects
recipients,
lawyers .
For one year or more, Vista
volunteers work in the urban
ghetto, the farm community, the
migrant camp, the Indian

reservation and ''anywhere else
poverty debilitates the human
spirit."
Vista presents a chance for
young college graduates to express themselves to others on a
one to one basis. It is a chance to
get away from the ever.Yda y
routine of a college classroom .

" ... turning big words
like brotherhood, service
and love into sm~ll
miracles - a new school, a
freshwater well, a vaccination against smallpox,
a playground, an adult
who can read and write, or
a child who has enough to
eat."
VISTA VOLUNTEERS receive
a small living allowance and are
assigned to a local community
organization which has requested
\'i::.ta 'said. They uudergo a short
training period and are supervised by a representative from
the community project.
"Volunteers know. how to listen

USF planning to face
majority bill's impact
In expectation of ma ,;ori'~ ·
rights being approved 1u1 .o-,.,,year-olds this year. USF i<:
preparing itself for the impact "r
the change.
·~1 expect it to come, but it
won't mean anything overnight
although it will have a bearing on
several areas in the long run ,"
said Dr . Joe Howell, vice
president for Student Affairs .
He said Dan Walbolt. assistant
.,;,..., preside 1t for Student Affairs is pr epar ing a " White
Farer ., 'l id1 ·ntify areas which
1
m1utll c iange and this report
should be re; dy :;oon .

"Visitation is one area which
may change, but this is
something the Board of Regents
will have to decide." Howell said.
Requirement of parental
consent for medical treatment at
the Health Center or for entering
into housing contracts would
probably be affected , he said, .but
added criteria for financial aid
would remain financial. dependency, not age.
In addition, Howell said he has
been getting fpeclh;wk: from his
Student Affairs arlministrators in
other slates to ,.,l'e wnat kinds of
problems they h:?n~ cnc0uHt.:red .

Voluntary program plans
give course information
Although a SG proposal· to
prov d< ~ course information to
students before registration has
been rejected by th e administration. SG plans to impliment the program on a
voluntary basis.
Ben Johnson . SG secretary of
Academic Affiars . said they will
mail a course information form
to e?.ch faculty rnember ahd
participation will be on a
voluntary basi<: . RPs111t~ will be
cu111piled and displayed a t the
UC.
Johnson sa id success of the SG
program depended on "faculty
participation," adding he was
hoping for participation of at
least 25 per cent of all instructors.
However , Dr. Carl Riggs , vice
president for Academic Affairs,
said the proposal was "not quite
as important as a lot of people
make it 011t to he ." but added, he
would b1· "dling to comp!) " up

to a point" if he werP a1. in ·
structor.
Higgs said h<> fdt tlw prop11sal
would makf' c•n11rs (' S ~ 1>c1 ri!!.irl and
professors ' '. rlon't want to be
tied down .·· 11 • said a µ1ofessoi'i
ought tn be frl·e 10 vary hi s
mPthods as IPng a s he s ta y~ with
!he course objectives.

Dr. Harlow,
psychologist,
to lecture
Dr. Harry F . Harlow . a pa st
pr e sident of th e American
Psychological Associ<ltion. will
lecture on the " Cause a nd Cure of
on
De pres s ion
Anaclitic
Monkeys " today at -t p.m. in
PHY HI.
His lecture will deal with the
result of maternal separation on
newborn monkeys .

Village Prescription Center
We're not going to scream that we discount things like ... uh .. .
shampoo and film and stuff, in addition to having the lowest
Rx prices in town , because we're a nice place to shop and we
don 't have to.

Viliage Prescription Center
10938 B

56

St.

Temple Terrace
988-3896

Between Ma in Street
Ice Cream Parlor

or they learn to. They try to
unders tand the community ' s
needs , and to work with the
community , finding solutions for
its problems by developing local
reads a Vista
resources ,"
brochure.
There a r e over 400 projects in
the United Sta tes, Puerto Rico ,
the Virgin Islands, Guam and
American Samoa which range in
areas from health to social
services.
THE PEACE CORPS, another
section of Action , has over 8,500
volunteers serving' in 56 countries.
Joe Blatchford, director of
Action , said that "Idealism is still
the motivating force behind
becoming a volunteer ...poverty particularly the poverty of the
spirit that comes from a lack of
opportunity is a universal
problem . Those who join the
Peace Corps do so not to plant the
flag or to serve as missionaries
for a technological society , but to
serve in the universal struggle
for human dignity."

DR. ERWIN Johanningmeier,
associate professor at USF, said
"the Peace Corps has need for all
college
sorts of people
graduates and non-college
graduates." He is now director of
a training program for 33
graduate students.
"Our program has been a
program to train people who
have bachelor degrees in
mathematics and science, to
involve them in academic course
work here at USF," Johanningmeier said.
"After a year they become
Peace Corps volunteer workers
in Africa .''
MOST PEACE Corps tours
begin only after training .
Volunteers receive from $125 to
$150, as a settling-in allowance, to
cover the cost of basic household
The monthly
necessities .
allowance varies in different
countries.

RAZOR curs
HAIR STYLING

PH-971·3633
Appointments
Available
Hours
Doily 9-6
Thurs. & Fri. 9-7:30

1 3520

U~IVERSIT\

PLAZA
& 48l-3 BUSCH PI .AZA

Mazda builds 3
rotary engine RX·3s.
And one great automatic.
Mazda offers the rotary engine RX-3 coupe for
sports. The sedan and wagon for families . And an
automatic transmission for people who are tired of
shifting for themselves.
The Mazda automatic puts all the power of our
revolutionary rotary to work . So you get quick performance, comfort and driving ease.
Stop in today and test drive the Mazda RX-3 of your
choice. Find out for yourself that we've got a car for
everyone.

MAZD A

CENTER

6333 No.rth Dale
Mabry
Phone 877-8111

Applications for both Vista and
the Peace Corps may be obtained
in the AOC Placement Center
literature room .
Now is the time to decide what
to do after gr aduation . Vista a nd
the Peace Corps offer a wide
range of opportunities for those
who care a bout service lo others.
.Jobs
Tomorrow :
Graduating Senior.

M
0
N
E
y

and

lhe

AN POWER

416 W. KENNEDY BLVD.
OR
1919 BUSCH BLVD.

FFERS: -

$1.80 MINIMUM
FREE COFFEE - FREE TRANSPORTATION VACATIONS

MANPOWER

UMEROUS JOBS:
DRIVERS - $2.25 AND UP
WAREHOUSE - $1.80
LABORERS - $1.80

ARNINGS PAID DAILY!!
OU'RE OUR KIND OF PEOPLE
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AltS)~--(SERVICES OFFERED)

SINGER SEWING MACHINES
These machines have never been used and

are equipped

lo Zig Zag, make but-

on

tonholes, sew

BEAUTIFUL Flowers for all occasions for
best results, call: Thompson's Flower &
Gill Shop 2319 W. Linebaugh Ave. 935.B263

----LESSONS-Guitar,
s-string
Banjo. Private lessons by Qualified Instructors.
Guitar rental available.
Grissett Music, Ph. 988-1419.

COMICS,paperbacks, maga1ines. Sell, Buy,
Trade .
Fiction-Non-Fiction, Westerns,
Mysteries. Comics for collectors. 9-9
daily. Unique Books 12943 Florida Ave.

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM Selectric that CORRECTS OWN
ERRORS, Pica or Elite. All types of work,
5 minutes from USF. Nina Schiro, 11110
N. 22nd St. 971-2139. If no answer, 235·3261.

JEWELRY imported from Central Am. al
low market test prices. Beautiful handcrafted necklaces, bracelets, ring< of
sterling silver and gold. Ph: 884-8087.

TYPING ,
Accurate,
Turabian,
Manuscripts, Theses, Term papers, and
others. Very close to USF . Call Lore Schm.:ill 971-2673 .

THIS is your LEVI store. We have denim &
corduroys in regulars & BELLS. Also
boots, shirts & western hats . Only 10 min
from campus. Bermax Western Wear 870
Nebraska .

5 string banjo lessons. Ability to read music
not required. Private personal instrument
supplied . Contact Albie, 971 -6775.

MIKE CAMPBELL, PHOTOGRAPHER:
CUSTOM outdoor and charncter study
Ph. 2JJ.JS61

c:=~ELP W~NT~D

x

c.: ~FOR

preferred. Will train. Jewish Community

'69

TORINO

Air

GT,

Automatic,

low

Cond.,

mileage.

1206

Central a -H, WW
carpets, dishwasher , disposal , kids & pets
OK. $160-unf. $180-fur. Liberal Landlord
·( student) . Call Bess Carter Assoc . or
Angela Brantley Assoc. Ann Davis Reg . R .
E. Broker. 932 .4308.

ONE bedroom a pis., fully furnished, carpeted, A C--5140.00 mo. Terrace Apartments-Skipper Road. Call after S:JO p.m. ·971·4179.

PS,

dermere, 626-4775 ask for Jay.
1963 CHEVY, 2 DR, HOT, 6 cyl ., AT, AC,
clean. Call 228-7841 ask tor Corinne 9-S
$350 .

Needed route p~ople for vending services 20.

MUST

25 hrs. a week. Morning hours . Apply
Saga Food Services Andros 110-A .

SELL

'69

Camaro

by

10-9-73.

Automatic transmission. power steering,
radio, 4 new tires . Will take best offer.

)

FOUND: Young female German shepard,

c; :i: ;n~i

~;;;:b;;;e;;;tw;;e;enmv;i
more information
t:;y:;o;;f;;:;:JO:t:;h;;&o;;l;;;J;;;I
Call 971·6728s;;;l;;;;;;St;;;.;;;;;;F;;o::r
.

~,..

~

GEMINI Apls. 2 bedroom , central air,
shag carpet , unfurnished, •h mile W. USF,

§£ . Z ¢ 0 -

APTS. & HOUSES ~t
TO SHARE

HOUSE: Tern . Terr. are1.conv USF and
shop. 3 Bdrm, 2 Bath, Lvg. rm, Ong. rm,
Ex. Lg. Fam. rem 9220 SJnd St. 988·2 629
all. 6:00 p.m. SJ0,000 Or equity .

FEMALE roommate needed summer
quarter. Stonehenge apts. S70 a month, •1,
electric. Call 971-3040 ask for Karen.

TV, RADIO, STEREO

NEEDED: 2 roommates to share complel.,ly
furnished 3 bdrm. AC house, 112 mile from
USF for summer only. 575 plus utilities.
971-5862.

GARRAD SLB95 Changer pickering XV·tS
cartridge 8 mo. old . Dust coveer incl. 5200
new, asking 5125. Call Lewis 971·7354.

The kitchen sink too!
Oracle classifieds sell it.
ext. 2620

LAN 472

.·u01]
;

•

'

'

4

.

(

e

•

ssso or best offer.
' 69 Toyota Corolla 4-speed, radio, heater,
good condition , new inspection , need

STUDENT wanted part time. No previous

money for school. As king S900. Coll 9714104.

experience needed. Call .3arnett Sewing

Machine Co. 872-8657.

I

·~

Midnight Shows
Fri. & Sat.

12x60 mobile home; front & back bedrooms,
WW carpeting , AC (with 4 yea r warranty} ; set-up beautifully in park ; many
extras! Exceptional buy. Sest Offer . Ph .

2085 .

person.

I

Ecstasy

(·~~~~~"::;~~''°"

BUG '66; excellent
mechanical condition .
27K miles; one
owner ><75 or best offer . 974·2454 or 971 ·

·Hillsborough Ave. Pizza Huts . Apply in

I

Dance
of

Al the all new

Treasureland Fun Center.
ExcitingEntertaining.
Fr.aturing all new
amusements - air ho::key-football -volley-

VOLKSWAGON

COOKS and waitresses wanted. Over 21.
Temple Terrace , Florida Ave. and

•

plus

MISCEUANEOUS
Take a .break with US!

long as you want. Seven days a wee~.
Apply ready to work. MANPOWER 1919
E. Busch Blvd., 416 W. Kennedy. Hrs. 6
a.m.-6 p.m.

.

mTHEATRE .

Call 932-3581 before 1 p.m.
' 66 Dodge Coronet VB, perfect condit ion,
new tires, new battery, new exhaust
system, air, stereo radio, call 985-2883.

REAL ESTATE

_

$160 mo. Sorry, no pets. 13111 N. 23rd SI.
971-1316.

"EXTRA" cash (work today.pay today)

guaranteed work, work when you want as

986-1738 .
SALESGIRLS, evenings and wee kends.

1972-Tur Vixen 16,000 miles, 6 cyl. engine,

Immediate full time and part time
openings. Swiss Colony Store, Flori1;1nd

Mall,

AM -FM SW radio.

Michlein xas tires .

person.

A BUS like you've always wanted to own. '6S
VW bus . Call 971·9785 anytime $1400 or
best offer .

HELP! Tutor needed for CBS 110 math . I'll
pay, call 971 ·1 026.
-·

~~~itor A.M . shift.

Expanding local organization desires a neat
well-dressed person to fill newly created
secretarial & general office position .
Working conditions & benefits excellent.
Salary commensurate with experience.

WAITERS & WAITRESSES for Banq. &
Dining Room, Full or
Part time. Top
salary, fringe benefits. Exp. preferred but
will train . Must be over 21. See Mr.
Sullivan or Mr . VeVier for personal interview 10 a .m . to 5 p.m. daily at the
Holiday Inn Downtown, 111 W. Fortune St.
Only lS min. from campus.
WANTED resident director for Tampa
YMCA Youth Hostel. Grad. married

coo pie. Prefer· Soc .• psy .• or counseling
maior. Apt . & SJOO. References required .
Contact Gerry Barton 229-6517.

..

--~-------~---·-•·1111-._..._

(

-~

~NSTRUN.M9N
.
_

fun. All inclusive cost S883. Escorted by

known educator, traveler. Call Dr. Flizak:

TS

813-443-4901
)

-

VOX Jaguar organ, 49 keys , must sell, need

cash. $160 or best offer . Call 988-7958.

1417

Flagler

G~~~ &~FO~~o·)

bollom , 2xtS"

JBL's;

Fender. Leslie 16,

WHITE female collie·lype dog ; brown •pots.

no speaker;
vintage Ampeg lead, 18"
speaker, needs transformer .
All offers

considered.

No identification .

Has

hild

puppies

recently . Call 971-4656.

977·4764; 986·2088.

Solid Body electric guitar with new stri"9S

sso, Gibson amp. with !rem . rev. fool ·
switch $200, take both for S200 . PH 238· 3917.
DRUMS : Predominantly Slingerland 4 piece
reasonable offer.

Hank in Beta 405

974 -

6358 .

Full time during 5ummer

REWARD offered for missing solid while
longhair

cat.

Last

seen

vicinity

of

Livingston Rd . and Skipper. Call Bill 971 1446.
LEFT a silver ring engraved by •mall
flowers on fell sink in men's room I st ff .
Eng. on Apr. 30. Small reward. 971·7939.
Thank you.

vacation . An excellent summer job. Apply

-~_"'b 0_ !__<=e __<:_r~.a~__7 201 E. Buffalo .
Day Camp. W.S. I. , male or female . s wks.
June 18- Aug . 10. Mon . thru Fri. 9 a .m.4;30 p .m . J ewis h Community Ctr.
2808

Horatio . Call 877-7644.
All woman sa les l earn being formed to cover
banks and financial institutions.
We
iurnish new car, expenses, drawing account against libera l commissions . After
firsl month of training , you will earn over

Sl.000 monthly .
resume

to

Send

Panorama

your complele
Publi shing

Com

pany, P.O. Box 1845, Albany, Ga. 31702.
We will send full particulars to you by
mail.

BETTER HALF
/OOJ..4 N.
q(/.l,

30~ "5-t.

w. f3((ANoo~

l!LVO.

~~~~· ~ KEEP IN
fflj,$>~

STEP WITH
WHATS

'69 Bulfaco l oo cc Trail bike . Call 988 ·6190.
5PRING i s Hofldil time - and ha ve I got a
Honda for you! A 1971 JSO Cl . Perfect
cond. Onl y $575 , or will trad e tor VW van.
CalJ 971-2537 before 10 am or after 6 pm

(

MISC. FOR SALEl
RAT SNAKE , S feet long , 1h i n ano harrr.le!s .
Eats 1 mice a month .
Name your

price .. Call Betty, 971-1049 .

investments/property management/sales

If you haven't thought about it,
we'd like to give you some insights.
1. AGE IS NO FACTOR.
The average ;ige in the Olson organi7ation is 29.
2. INCOME HAS NO LIMIT
AND BEGINS IMMEDIATELY.
All Olson first year men and women have earned
$15,000 minimum.
3. OPENINGS ARE AVAILABLE.
Exransion at Olson & Associates has never slowed.
This multi-office firnrhas a planned expansion rate,
cre;iting openings daqy.
4. NO EXPERIENCE OR FORMAL
TRAININC NECESSARY.
The ability to gc~t along with people is the only
requirement. In fact, people without real estate
experience are preferred.
5, OLSON SPECIALIZES IN BEACH REAL ESTATE.
Working conditions are the finest. The customers
are usually more affluent, and a higher majority
of sales are made for cash.

Take a few minutes and hear the full story of
real estate as a profession.

Wednesday, May 16
9 to

s

If you can't make the meeting, a brochure can be obtained by writing:

NEW
DRESS 6A6GtES

7 'If.

as a career

Drive

Clearwater, Fla .

Fender Oue1I Showman head , Fender -CBS

with high hat with cymbols . Will accept

HELP WANTED part or full lime until

Steamer Cruise on Rhine, Basel, Lucerne,
Lugano, Milan, Venice, Florence, Rome,
Pisa. Italian & French Riviera, Nice,
Grenoble, Paris, London, New York,
Tampa. Beautiful , memorable 23 days of

PORSCHE 1961 356 B, good shape. Needs
engine work. Bullaco 1972 250 Pursang,
new shocks and tire 933·2206.

Phone Mr. Hines- 248-3910 9 a . m .-4 p .m.

school ends.

EUROPE
FOR STUDENTS & YOUNG PEOPLE June,
July-KLM lo Amsteerdam , Cologne,

Immediate openings 6-

9 six days, 7: 30 to 12 five days . Apply
National Building Maintenance, SOOS N.
Hesperides Ave . 879-7076_3_p_,m_.- - - -

REAL ESTATE

TRAVEL
OPPORTUNITIES

Fantastic handling, cost new SS700. Make
offer or interesting trade. Call 971-4474.

Florida and Busch Blvd. Apply in

)

(

NEW 2BR lux apts.

Win-

PART TIME $2.50 per hr. for part-time
landscaping-grounds asst. Afternoons, 2025 hrs. per wk . 3 miles from USF. Call
Mrs. Wolf at FLAND CORP. CMeadowood
Condominiums) 988-1171.

RENT

SUMMER Q-. r contract (ends Aug. 12) : $175.
Monthly contract (ends Sept. 14) :$75 per
mo. Free utilities if apt. is full. La Mancha
Dos. 971-0100.

Pool supervisor- W.S.I. required, experience
Ctr. 2808 Horatio, Contact Bob Kessler
877-7644 .

_

I
LA MANCHA DOS is expanding. Next yr. we
will have apts. for over 1100. students. Our
rates will remain the lowest around -- $67 585 per mo., if you sign up early. A few
plush lbr efficiencies will also be available
next yr, 5135 per mo. We are located one
block from campus on 42nd St. 971 -0100.

)

AUTOMOTIVE

- ")it~.'I

' Computer Dating 1- Tired of Spending
weekends alone? Be scientifically matched by interests. Write to: Partner, P.O.
Box 17812, Tampa, Fla . 33612

AKC black Labrador retriever pups. Shots
and wormed. $125. Call 971-2807 after 6:00
p.m . or contact Linda in UC craft shop.

portraits, weddings, commercia1 ..• Quality

PERSONAL

IF you need any info on drugs, referrals
activities or just want lo rap. Call Helplin~
at 974-2555 or Women's Line 974-255' for
wonn:m· ~ 11r -!>lems.

TWIN BED, excellent condition. Complete
with head board. Also refrigerator with
free1er compartment. Best offer. Call 9716885.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST--TURABiAN,
USF, APA, etc. style manuals.
IBM
SELECTRIC with type changes & Greek
symbols. s min. from USF--971-6041 after 6

with a personal touch.

buttons, monogram &

much more. Only S49.95 at : United
Freight Sales. 4712 N. Armenia. Mon. thru
Sat. 9-7.

CANOE' RENTALS
By onv or Week
Call 935.0018 or 935-1476

(

'I'"
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Prehle wins debate on parl<ing
HY CHRISTY HARHEE
Oracle Staff Writer

"Privilege is something you
work for," he said. "Teachers
spend a great
deal of
time in study ."

University Police <UPl Chief
Jack Prehle won the Focus
Debate last night on the merits of
the current parking system at
USF.

"In my opinion, parking
on this campus is a
secondary problem. I
would rather address the
crime on campus."
-Jack Prehle

He said he learned the system
of rank and privilege in the
military and said he was brought
up in a caste system.

Prehle won 55 votes for his
negative debate on the topic of
open parking to all members of
the University. SG Vice Pres.
Mark Levine, calling for abolition
of reserved parking areas and a
graduated decal fee system,
received 51 votes.

A MAJOR point of debate was
opening of lot No . I between ADM
and EDU to general use. Prehle
said such a measure would create
"one of the biggest traffic
hazards we've ever seen."
Levine agreed the area was a
hazard but contended that since
the area is in use anyway, an
open system should be tried.

PR EHLE

BASED
his
argument on the theme of "rank
has its privileges."

Levine
criticized
the
discriminatory system of student
parking in outer lots and staff
parking near buildings.
LEVINE NOTED the factors
creating a parking problem are
philosophy and poor planning.
He read part of a May 4, 1972
memo from Alhert Hartley, then
vice president for Administrative

Affa irs , stating a proposa l f0r
open use of spaces in lot no. I
' 'wu s incons1 s Lent w 1tl1 I he
University's philosophy of
providing parking spaces for
commuting students."
"In my opinion, parking on this
is
a
secondary
c ampus
problem," Prehlesaid. "I would
rather address the crime on
campus."
He attributed a 17.8 per cent
reduction in campus crime last
year to freeing of LiP officers
from parking patrol. He said UP
employs three meter maids on a
Clerk III line item .
The Clerk III position earns
$4,800-6,000, Levine noted.

Jack Preh1e
Prehle said the meter maid
scooters were obtained second
hand fro?T. the post office and
were very inexpen s ive to
operate.

National Airlines
announces this yearS Spring
and SummerYouth Fares ·
to Europe. Fly us.
Now you can fly to Europe at specia11o\\'
if you're between the ages of 12 and 23 and can
show a passport as proof.
We've got daily nonstop flights from. Mian1i
every evening at 6:0.~. You arri\·e'in London
bright and early the next n1orning, where you can
either stay or n1ake a convenient connection
and fly to any city on the continent.
You cai1't inake youth fare reservations
more than 7 days prior to departure. There are rio
other rules. And once your reservation is n1ade.
your seat is guaranteed.
You don't have to worry about those seemingly endless, complicated regulatirn)s the Charter
flights have. And you don)t have to worry ahout
the flight being cancelled either.
For reservations call your travel agent or
National Airlines at'S00-4 32-97 61.
Miami roundtrip to:
London
Paris
Frankfurt
Tel Aviv
Rome
Amsterdam
Madrid
Athens
Brussels
Copenhagen
JEffective

April 1.:; rhru :'vlay 1 I

Youth Fares (12 thru 23)
$319 1
$35!2
33l1
3562
358 2
336 1
r

2

Effecti\'l~ June, July.

520

581

336 1
3311
3311
4211
33l1
336 1

358 2
3562
3562
4432
356 2
358 2

August.

Fly Linda.~- FlyNational.
:\:itional hlmor> American Express, BankAmericard, Carte Blanche, Diners Cluh, Master Charge!lntl'rhank. L1ATP. Pur t)\\' 11 card and ca~h.

